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CLEAN GARDEN EXTRA
Intensive action alkaline concentrate cleaner for sportive and landscaping
synthetic turf under extreme stress conditions

¤Description
CLEAN GARDEN EXTRA is an intensive alkaline concentrate
cleaner for sportive and landscaping synthetic turf surfaces as
tennis court, golf, recreation parks, balcony, terraces ect. Thanks
to its particular formulation it acts eﬀectively and quickly on the
surface. CLEAN GARDEN EXTRA is additived with nanoparticles
which guarantee on the surface a deep cleaning and a long lasting
action. CLEAN GARDEN EXTRA cleans and leaves a pleasant
meadow ﬂoral fragrance.

¤Characteristics
Application temperature

+10°C ÷ +25°C

Application

mobile or manual vaporizer

Thinning (if necessary)

water

Coverage

1 L / 70 m² (ready to use)

Storage stability

1 year (1)

Packaging

5 L - 25 L

Tool cleaning

water

1

in original sealed containers at temperatures between +10°C and +25°C

¤Label elements
· Harmful to aquatic life with long lasting eﬀects.
· Contains 3-IODIO-2-PROPYNYL BUTYLCARBAMATE. May produce an
allergic reaction.
· Avoid release to the environment.

¤Web link
Be sure to have the latest version of this technical data sheet
downloadable also from the following link:

http://www.chimiver.com/tds/EN_CLEAN_GARDEN_EXTRA.pdf

¤Available Versions
PRONTO: intensive alkaline cleaner ready to use for landscaping
and sporting synthetic turf under extreme stress conditions.

¤How to use
Shake well before the use.
Dilute 1L of product 4L of water. Apply evenly on the entire
surface with the proper tool. Let the product acts for a few
minutes, than use a brush to rinse it.
For intensive maintenance dilute 2L of product in 4L of water.
It is recommended to rinse with water.
90% biodegradable.

¤Warnings
Keep out of children's reach. If medical advice needed, have product
container or label at hand.
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